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Abstract 
Given a Fitting class 9 and an g-group S we find a subgroup W(S) of S, Z(S) 5 W(S), 
which is normal in every group H containing S as an F-injector, provided that H verifies 
certain conditions. 
Given a group S satisfying a theoretical group property 8, it is interesting to study 
non-trivial characteristic subgroups of S which are normal in every group H contain- 
ing S as a Y-maximal subgroup. This kind of results allows us to analyze how the 
structure of H is influenced by the structure of S. We consider this question when S is 
an F-group, F a Fitting class and the 6%maximal subgroups are the 8-injectors. 
Two important precedents in this direction are the following: 
Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem. Let p be an odd prime and H # 1 a jinite p-stable 
group with CH(O,(H)) I O,,(H), then ifP~Syl,(H) it follows that ZJ(P) is normal 
in H. 
Stellmacher’s theorem. Let p be an odd prime and S a p-group. Then there exists 
a characteristic subgroup W(S) ofS so that Z(S) I W(S) and W(S) is normal in every 
weakly p-stable group H such that C’,(O,(H)) < O,(H) with S~syl,(H). 
In his proof Stellmacher used graph theory and the following version of weak 
stability: a group H is weakly p-stable if for every hE H, [V, h, h] = 1 implies 
hC,(V)E O,(H/C,(V)), for every abelian normal p-subgroup I/ of H and for 
I/ = O,(H) 
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The notation for Fitting classes is taken from Doerk and Hawkes’ book [3]. In 
particular Inj,(H) denotes the set of all R-injectors of a group H. Bender [l] 
introduced the generalized centralizer of H in G, i.e. the largest normal subgroup of 
N,(H) acting nilpotently on H, and denoted it by C:(H). In the same paper 
he introduced the classes gP* of all p*-groups and &Pep of all p*p-groups. We 
shall use the class b,&, of all p*-by-p-groups and the classes @‘(X, +Y) intro- 
duced by Blessenohl and Laue [2]. A group G is a @(5?, g)-group if every 
s-chief factor of G between Gr and Gq is K-central in G where 9Y c 5Y are Fitting 
classes, E is one class of simple groups and Inn(E) I K(E) I Aut(E) for every E in E, 
being K(E) = 1 if E is cyclic. We denote by N the class of nilpotent groups. Given 
a set of prime numbers rc, we shall write _.N, for the class of nilpotent rr-groups and 
F,(H) for QMH)). 
Excepting the amalgamated product of several factors, all groups in this paper will 
be finite. 
Definition 1. Let rr be a set of primes. A group H is weakly Jlr,-stable if for every x E H, 
[V, x, x] = 1 implies xc,(V) EF,(H/C&‘)), for every abelian normal n-subgroup 
V of H and for V = F,(H). 
Remark. There exist weakly ,4$-stable groups which are not weakly p-stable for some 
prime p in 71: 
Take the group G = [E x C,]SL(2, 3), where E z 3l +2, generated by x, y, z, a, b, c 
with the relations: 
x3 = y3 = 1, X[X’YI =x, $X.Yl = y, 27 = 1, xz =x, ))’ =y, 
a 4 = 1, ,2 = b2, & = a-‘, c3 = 1, a’ = b, b’ = ab, 
xa = xyx, yp = xy[x,y], xc =y, y'= x-'y-'[x,y], .za = z, zc = z2, 
where abelian normal subgroups are Z(G) = Z(E), C7 = (z) and Z(E) x C,, being 
F(G) = E x C, = F,(G), for n = {3,7}. One can easily check that G is a weakly 
J$stable group. However, G is not weakly 3-stable, since O,(G) = E and 
CE, c, cl = 1, but cG(E)4O,(W,(E)) = (E x C,M.W) x CT). 
Lemma 2. Let 9 be a Fitting class with char(.%) = rc. Let H be a weakly .&-stable 
group. If L is a subgroup of H such that [H_+T, L, L] = 1 then L I C$(HS). 
Proof. Since char(F) = rc we know that F,(H) = F,(HS) = F(HY) and therefore 
[F,(H), L, L] = 1. Since H is weakly &;-stable it follows that 
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and in particular that LCH(F,(H))g 4 H. On the other hand [E(Hy), L, L] = 1, and 
E(HS) is semisimple, so L < C,(E(H9)). Therefore 
LC0’*(&)) = LC&‘(HS)E(&)) = UCH(F(&) n CH(E(HF)) 
= LC,(F(H9))n C,(E(H,))d 4 H. 
Finally because [HS, L, L] = 1 and [HF, C#‘*(HIp)), C,(F*(HY))] I 
[F*(H$)), C,(F*(HS))] = 1 the group LC,(F*(H6)) acts nilpotently on HF. 0 
Corollary 3. Let B be a Fitting class with char(P) = 7~. Let H be a weakly &-stable 
group such that Cc(Hy) I F(H). Zf S is a subgroup of H containing HP and N is an 
abelian normal z-subgroup of S then N 9 d H and so N 5 Hp. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. 0 
In what follows F will denote a Fitting class with char(F) = it. We shall say that 
a group verifies (e) if Cz(H9) I F(H) and each subnormal subgroup of H has 
a unique conjugacy class of F-injectors. Notice that if C,(Hg) I HF then 
C;(HS) = F(H) (cf. [l]). 
Proposition 4. Let H be a weakly Nz-stable group vergying (*). If S is an F-injector of 
H and L1, L2 are subgroups of S such that K = (L?) and (L$) are abelian, then 
H = NH(LZ : S) CH(L1) 
where NH(L2:S) = {hEHIL! ES}. 
Proof. As (Ls ) is an abelian normal n-subgroup of S it follows from Corollary 3 that 
(LT) I HF, so L, I HS and therefore K = (Ly) I HF. Hence K is a n-group. 
Now [K, L2, L2] = 1 since (L:) is abelian, and L&,(K)/C,(K) 
I F,(H/CH(K)) = N/C,(K) by the weak &stability of H. Hence L2 s N. 
Let hE H and T = S n N, then T ~1nj~(N) and T" = Sh n N ~Injy(N). Since 
N/C,(K) is nilpotent, TC,(K) = TC,(K)d a N. In particular T and Th n TC,(K) 
are in Inj&TC,(K)). By (*) there exists XE TC,(K) such that T" = Thn 
TC,(K) I T". Hence Th = T". Since x E TCJK) there exist t E T and h”E C,(K) such 
that x = th”. Taking h’ = h(h”)-’ we have h E NH(LZ: S) CH(L1). 0 
If S is a group, an embedding of S is a pair (z, H) where H is a group and t is 
a monomorphism from S to H. Two embeddings (zl, HI) and (tZ, Hz) of S are 
equivalent if there exists an isomorphism cp from HI onto Hz such that zlcp = ~~ 
(cf. [S]). If (zl, HI) and (z,, H,) are embeddings of S then G = HI *s Hz denotes the 
amalgamated product of HI and Hz over S. 
In the following if (z, H) is an embedding of S we shall identify (7, H) with H. 
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Theorem 5. Let S be an 9-group and 2 a class of embeddings of S which are weakly 
J$stable groups verifying (*) and such that S is an F-injector of H, for every HE X. 
Then 2 = Z(S) I coreX(S), where core.*(S) is the largest subgroup of S which is normal 
in every HE X. 
Proof. (W. Dicks) We first note that 
Suppose that .Z$core,(S). Then, there exist k 2 1 and HI, . . . , H,E% such that 
Z$core,(S), where G = HI *sHz *s ... *s Hk. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that fl = {H,, . . . , Hk}. 
If g E G the length of g, denoted 6(g), is defined to be 0 if g E S, and otherwise to be the 
least positive integer d for which there exist hI, . . . , hd E U f= 1 Hi such that g = hl . . . hd. 
Notice that if d = 6(g) and h, hd E Hi then S(ghg- ‘) 2 26(g) - 1, since h,hh; 1 E Hi. For 
any subset E of G we write 6(E) for the supremum of the 6(e), e E E. 
Let r denote the graph whose vertex set is V = (Zg 1 gE G}, with two elements 
Zi, Z2 of V being adjacent, denoted Zi b Z2, if there exists h~Hi for some 
iE{l,..., k} such that Z: = Zz. For any 2’ E V we define A(Z) to be the least integer 
dsuchthatthereisapathZ=Z, -Z1 N ... w Z,, = Z’. It is clear that for any g E G, 
A(Zg) 5 6(g), and r is connected. Moreover, for each Z’E I/ there exists g E G such 
that Zg = Z’ and 6(g) = A(Z’). 
Let r, be the subgraph of r with vertex set {Z’E I/ ( Z’ I S} and r1 the subgraph of 
r with vertex set {Z’ E I/ ( [Z, Z’] = i}. Clearly r, s ri c r. By assumption there 
exists g E G such that Z $zE Sg, hence Zg-’ $ S and Zg-’ E r - r,, so r, # r. 
Let n be the length of one of the shortest paths which starts at Z and finish outside 
of r,, that is, n is the minimum value of A@“) for Z”E r - r,. Here Z” $ S, Z” # Z, 
and n 2 1. Consider any Z”E~ - r, with A@“) = n. Let 
Z=ZO*Z1 _ . . . WZn_i =Z’-Z’ 
be a path satisfying this, then A(Z) = n - 1 and there exist HieJ%? and he Hi such 
that Z’h = Z” g S. Hence Z’ I S and Z’ $ coreHi = Hi,. By Corollary 3, (Z’“) is 
non-abelian, so there exists SE S such that [Z’, Zs] # 1. In particular, Z’ # Z so 
n - 1 2 1. Choose go G with S(g) = n - 1 such that Z’ = Zg. Then 
[Z, Zgq = [ZS, Zgqg-’ = [Z, Zq-’ # 1. 
Hence _Z@-‘~T - r1 so r1 # r. Notice that d(ZgsYm’) 5 G(gsg-‘) 526(g) - 1 = 
2n - 3. 
Let m be the length of one of the shortest paths which start at Z and finish outside 
rl. Clearly n I m and, by the preceding paragraph, m I 2n - 3. 
In every path of length m, which starts at Z and finishes outside ri, we consider the 
shortest initial portion that finishes outside r,; let t be the length of one of the longest 
of such initial portions. Clearly n I t I m. 
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Now choose a path fulfilling this situation, that is, Z = Z0 - Z1 1 ... h- Z,, with 
Z,,,E~ - rr, Z,E~ - r,, and Z0 ,..., Zt_r~rO. For each i = l,..., m there exist 
High and hiEHi such that Zi= Z:L1. Let u =hl ... h,_,, b = h,-,+I, 
B = H,-,+l, c = hm-n+l ... h,_I, d = h,, D = H, and e = h,,, ... h,. Thus 
Z, = Zabcde and Z, = Zabcd (notice that m - n + 1 I t). Now we shall apply Proposi- 
tion 4 with H = D, L1 = Zeml and Lz = Zabc. 
Notice that 6(a) = m - n, 6(c) = (t - 1) - (m - n + 2) + 1 = t - m + n - 2 
>n-(2n-3)+n-2=1 and 6(e) = m - t. Hence d(Zeml) < 6(e-‘) = 
m - t I 2n - 3 - n = n - 3 < n. Thus Ze-’ E S. Clearly Lz = Z”bc = Z,_ r s S. 
Moreover 6(I)“) I 2(m - t) + 1 = 2m - 2t + 1 I (m + 2n - 3) - 2n + 1 = m - 2 
< m. By definition of m, 1 = [Z, Ze‘lDe] = [Z, Ze ‘De]e-’ = [Zem’, ZeeLD], thus 
K = (ze-lD) . IS a e ran. Now we prove that (L$) is also abelian. We have b 1’ 
G(cDe) I (t - m + n - 2) + 1 + m - t = n - 1 < n, so Ze-‘Dc-’ E S. Thus 
Z’ -‘Dc-‘b-‘a-’ E Sb-‘a-’ E ~a+, so a(Kc-lb-‘a-l) I a(~+) I 2(m _ n) + 1 = 2m _ 
2n + 1 < (m + 2n - 3) - 2n + 1 = m - 2 < m, therefore ,(ZKcm”~“-‘) < m and 
1 = [Z, ZK’_‘b ‘a_’ ] = [Zabc, zabcKl(abc)-’ = [zabc, ZabcK-j, 
from which it follows that (L: ) is abelian. 
As a consequence of Proposition 4 we obtain D = ND(Zabc: S) CD(Zeml), so d = d’d” 
with d’, d” E D such that Zabcd’ c S and ZemLd”-’ = E“. Hence 
[Z, zabcd’e] = [ze-Id’-‘e, zabcd’el = [z, zabcd’ee-‘d”e 1 em’d”-‘e 
= [z, zubcde]e-‘d’m’e _+ 1. 
Since [Z, Zabcse ] # 1, if we replace h, = d with d’, we still have a path whose length is 
at most m, which starts at Z and finishes outside rr; but this new path remains in I-, at 
the tth step since Zabcd c S. This contradicts the maximality of t. 0 
Remark. One can observe that Proposition 4 can also be obtained by requiring weak 
Jim-stability only for the abelian normal x-subgroups. However, in general, these cases 
are not sufficient to prove Theorem 5. 
In fact, consider the simple group G = PSU(4,2) which has two types of maximal 
subgroups of order 648 and index in G equal to 40: MI E 3r + ‘: 2A4 and M2 z 3? Sq, 
(the notation is taken from the Atlas of Simple Groups). Moreover 
C’Mi(O,(Mi)) < O,(Mi), because they are solvable and O,(Mi) = 1, i~(l, 2}. The 
condition of weak 3-stability is satisfied for Z(M,) the unique abelian normal 
3-subgroup of Ml, but not for O,(M,) E 3l+‘. On the other hand, MZ is a weakly 
S-stable group. If Pi is a Sylow 3-subgroup Of Miy i E (1,2}, there exists g in G such that 
P2 = P: I My n M, and there is not possible to find a non-trivial subgroup of P2 
which is normal in both Mf and M,. 
We will say that a group H verifies the condition (**) if CH(Hy) < HS and each 
subnormal subgroup of H has a unique conjugacy class of .9-injectors. 
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Notice that for every Fitting class 9 with n = char(F), H/O,,(H) verifies (**) for 
each soluble group H (cf. [3 and 41). 
Corollary 6. Let S be an P-group. Then there exists a characteristic subgroup W(S) of 
S such that Z(S) < W(S) and W(S) is normal in every weakly MX-stable group H verify- 
ing (**) such that SE Inj,(H). 
Proof. Let 2 be a maximal class of pairwise non-equivalent embeddings of S which 
are weakly Nz-stable groups verifying ( **) and such that SE Inj,(H), for HE 2’. Note 
that the condition Cn(HF) < HS implies that there exists only a finite number of 
such non-equivalent embeddings of S. Moreover the maximality of 2 implies that 
every such embedding of S is equivalent to some element of X and then core%(S) 
char S. On the other hand, by Theorem 5, we have Z(S) I corex(S). Now we consider 
W(S) = core&S). 0 
We recover Stellmacher’s theorem quoted at the beginning by taking 9 = YP in the 
above Corollary. 
Remarks. (i) If 9 is a Fitting class such that && E F E 8&YP or 9 = gt(%, {l}) 
with A’&) c X and where E is one class of simple groups and X(E) = {p 1 C, E E}, then 
every group satisfies (**) (cf. [5 and 21). There are some interesting classes on the form 
&8:(X, { 11) with A&) E X. For example: 
(a) the class JV* of quasinilpotent groups coincides with a:(&?, {l}) where E is the 
class of all simple groups, K(E) = Inn(E) for every E in E and Q is the class of all 
groups. 
(b) if A”; is the class of all groups G such that every XE G induces an inner 
automorphism on each chief factor H/K of G such that pi IH/K(, then 
JV; = gf(&, (1)) w h ere E is the class of all simple groups E such that p 11 E( and 
K(E) = Inn(E) for every E in E. 
(c) the class Up = (G ) G/CG(Op(G)) E Yp} (cf. [3]) coincides with B:(sP,, {l}) where 
E is the class of all simple groups E such that p ) [El and K(E) = Inn(E) for every E in E. 
(ii) If F is a Fitting class such that JV‘ E 9 E J* then every group H such that 
C,(Hy) I H_F satisfies (**) (see [4])+ 
With respect o the non-triviality of the subgroup coreX(S) we have: 
Proposition 7. Let S be an F-group and 2 be a class of embeddings of S (not necessarily 
weakly &i-stable) such that SE Inj,(H)f or every HE X, where 9 and H satisfy (i) or 
(ii) of the above remarks. Zf Z(S) = 1 = cores(S), then S = 1. 
Proof. (i) If gPaP _ c F E 1?7~*9’~ we know that O,*(S) = O,*(H) for every H such that 
s~Inj&H). Hence O,*(S) < core*(S) and, by hypothesis, O,*(S) = 1. Thus S is 
a p-group, and Z(S) = 1 implies S = 1. 
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If 9 = 9??:($?, {l}) with J1’ n(E) E X, we denote rc = n(s). Let S be an g-injector of H for 
every HEX. We prove that F*(S) = P*(H) and shall conclude F*(S) = 1, and so S = 1. 
First we obtain F,(S) = F,,(H). Since S is an 97~,(%, { 1))~injector f a normal subgroup 
N of H such that F(N) = F(H), where .s2 = E n d and d is the class of all abelian groups, 
we can assume that E = Q. Thus we know that S = BX where X is the product of some 
p-subgroups when p E n and B = H 9 = n {CH(L/M) ) L/M is an s-chief actor of H below 
BT). If L/M is one of these s-chief actors, then L/M is a normal rc-subgroup ofS/M, thus 
F,(S) 5 C,(L/M) and hence F,(S) I B I S and F,,(S)9 Bs H, so F,@) I F,,(H). 
Moreover since F*(H) I S we conclude F,(S) = F,(H). 
On the other hand if p E r@‘(S)) n z then there exists a minimal normal subgroup 
M of S which is a p-group and, since Nn s 5Y and SE: 9, we conclude that S central- 
izes M so that 1 # M I Z(S). This is a contradiction, so F,(S) = 1 = F,(H). 
Finally, using F*(H) I S again, we have E(S) = E(H), and obtain F*(S) = F*(H) 
for every HE%; hence F*(S) < core%(S) = 1, so that S = 1. 
(ii) If 9 is a Fitting class such that .N G 9 c .Af* and every HE 2 satisfies 
CH(Hs) I HY, then S = F(S) E(S) and Z(S) = Z(F(S)) = 1, it follows that F(S) = 1. 
Since E(S) = E(H) we have E(S) I core*(S) = 1 and so S = 1. 0 
Final remarks. Now we deal with the possible use of our results. 
(1) According to Mann [6] a group H is N-stable if, given any nilpotent subnor- 
mal subgroup N and an element x such that XEN&V) and [N, x, x] = 1, we have 
x E F(N,(N) mod C,(N)). Clearly, every N-stable group is weakly ,V-stable; how- 
ever there exist groups weakly N-stable that are not N-stable. Consider the group 
G = [E x C7]SL(2, 3) quoted at the beginning, then [E, c, c] = 1, but 
c&(E)+ O,(G/C,(E)), being E a nilpotent normal subgroup of G. 
Mann [6] showed that an N-injector S of a maximal ocal subgroup M of a group 
H, assuming that M is N-constrained and N-stable, is actually an N-maximal 
subgroup of H. Using the subgroup W(S) in place of ZJ(S) we can obtain this result 
under the hypothesis that M will be N-constrained and weakly N-stable. 
(2) Given a group H, we say that a subgroup M of H is N*-local provided that 
M < H and M is the normalizer of a non-identity quasinilpotent subgroup. On the 
lines of Mann’s result [6], we can obtain what follows. Let M be a maximal N*-local 
subgroup of H not containing any non-identity normal .N*-subgroup of H. Assume 
that M is weakly A/-stable and let S be an N*-injector of M, then if S I T with 
T E,V*, it holds that T = E(T)S. In particular, if M is N-constrained then S is an 
N-maximal subgroup of H. 
In fact, in this situation it is clear that E(M) = E(S) I E(T). Moreover, 
(F(T) n M)F(S) is a nilpotent subgroup of T, since both are nilpotent subgroups and 
F(S) acts nilpotently on F(T). Now since (F(T) n M)F(S) I CM(E(M)) and F(S) is 
a nilpotent N-injector of CM(E(M))) it follows that F(T) n M 5 F(S). Now it can 
occur: 
(a) If E(M) # 1, then F(T) I C,(E(S)) I N,(E(S)) = M, by the maximality of M. 
(b) If E(M) = 1, i.e., M is N-constrained, then S is an N-injector of 
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M = N&V(S)), being W(S) # 1, so M is a maximal local subgroup of H and it 
follows by (1) that S is an N-maximal subgroup of H. Since F( T)S is nilpotent by the 
above arguments, the N-maximality of S yields us F(T) I S. 
In every case we obtain F(T) I F(S) and so T = E(T)F(T) = E(T)F(S) = E(T)S. 
(3) Let S be an N*-subgroup of a group H and let Ml, M2 be maximal X*-local 
subgroups of H which are weakly N-stable groups not containing any non-identity 
normal .N*-subgroup of H. If S is an N*-injector of Mi, ie {1,2), then Ml = Mz. In 
particular, if H is a non-abelian simple group and S is an A’*-injector Of Miy i E { 1,2}, 
which are weakly N-stable maximal subgroups of H, then Ml = MZ. 
In fact, applying Corollary 6 we have W(S)d Mi, and so Mi I NH(W(S)) for 
i E { 1,2}. Now by Proposition 7 we have W(S) # 1 and so the maximality Of Mi yields 
US Mi = NH(W(S)) for iE(l, 2). 
(4) Let S be an N*-injector of a group H and assume that no non-trivial character- 
istic subgroup of S is normal in H. Then E(H) = 1, so H is an N-constrained group. 
Moreover, H is not weakly N-stable, thus H is not .N-stable in the sense of Mann [6] 
and so if IF(H)1 is odd, by [6, Proposition 21 we can assure that there exists some 
prime p satisfying p ) IF(G)1 such that SL(2, p) is involved in H. On the other hand, H is 
not N-stable in the sense of [7], so we can deduce that the Sylow 2-subgroups of 
H are non-abelian by [7, Corollary 31. 
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